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Moderately

CRUZ! VE-RA CRUZ! VE-RA CRUZ!
Have a care if you're riding there

stranger,
Hide your heart, it's in danger in VE-RA
Every trail leads to danger in VE-RA

CRUZ! CRUZ!

VE-RA CRUZ! VE-RA CRUZ! VE-RA
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CRUZ! Where a kiss in the night may enrich you
Where the gold that you seek may enrich you or enchant, or be-

witch you just as you choose. Be careful

of the web that she'll weave you, Be careful

for she plans to deceive you, then leave you. VERA
CRUZ! VE-RA CRUZ! VE-RA CRUZ!

Tho' I've warned you, I know you've de-
cid-ed,
You must go where your heart says it's guid-ed, win or
lose.

Love and ad-ven-ture are
wait-ing in VE-RA CRUZ!
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